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MIT Press Ltd, United States, 2007. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 224 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. What happens when fire strikes the manufacturing plant of the sole
supplier for the brake pressure valve used in every Toyota? When a hurricane shuts down
production at a Unilever plant? When Dell and Apple chip manufacturers in Taiwan take weeks to
recover from an earthquake? When the U.S. Pacific ports are shut down during the Christmas rush?
When terrorists strike? In The Resilient Enterprise, Yossi Sheffi shows that companies fortunes in the
face of such business shocks depend more on choices made before the disruption than they do on
actions taken in the midst of it -- and that resilience benefits firms every day, disaster or no disaster.
He shows how companies can build in flexibility throughout their supply chains, based on proven
design principles and the right culture -- balancing security, redundancy, and short-term profits.
And he shows how investments in resilience and flexibility not only reduce risk but create a
competitive advantage in the increasingly volatile marketplace.Sheffi describes the way companies
can increase security -- reducing the likelihood of a disruption -- with layered defenses, the
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Reviews
Certainly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. It is definitely simplified but excitement inside the 50 percent of the book. I am just easily will get a
delight of studying a composed pdf.
-- Lelia Heidenr eich
Comprehensive guide for ebook fanatics. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. Its been designed in an exceptionally simple way and is
particularly only following i finished reading this ebook through which really changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Fr eder ique McClur e
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